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Abstract: The vertical integration of ‘Generation-Grid-Load-Storage’ in microgrids for port areas
is a prevailing trend. To comprehensively and accurately assess the operational efficiency of mi-
crogrids and develop an effective means for promoting the sustainable and scalable development
of microgrids in port areas, an applicable evaluation index system and comprehensive evaluation
method are essential. Addressing the issues of subjectivity in quantitative evaluation decision-making
for different configuration and allocation schemes in port areas and the lack of a comprehensive
evaluation system for microgrids in port areas, this study aims to scientifically and reasonably eval-
uate and select the most optimal configuration and energy dispatching schemes for microgrids in
port areas. In this paper, the performance indicators of microgrids in port areas are hierarchically
structured and classified into five dimensions: economic, energy efficiency, environmental, system
reliability, and safety. A comprehensive evaluation index system for microgrid systems in port areas
is constructed. Furthermore, an evaluation model for microgrid operational efficiency based on
improved CRITIC-TOPSIS is proposed. The coefficient of variation is introduced to measure the
relative strength and relative variation of indicators among dimensions, reducing the impact of corre-
lation between indicators and improving the accuracy and objectivity of the evaluation results. Then,
the TOPSIS method is used to calculate the comprehensive evaluation values and rank the optimal
microgrid schemes in port areas. Finally, the feasibility of the evaluation index system and evaluation
method for the operational efficiency of microgrids in port areas is verified through case analysis. The
results indicate that the evaluation method based on improved CRITIC-TOPSIS can objectively and
quantitatively evaluate the operational efficiency of microgrids in different port areas. The proposed
method reasonably avoids the strong subjectivity in weight calculation by traditional expert judgment
during the planning phase of microgrids in port areas, providing a new and scientifically effective
engineering evaluation and analysis method for the evaluation of microgrid operational efficiency in
port areas.

Keywords: port area microgrid; comprehensive evaluation; operational efficiency; renewable energies;
CRITIC; TOPSIS

1. Introduction

In recent years, microgrids that integrate distributed energy sources, distribution net-
works, and electricity users have gradually been developed and deployed on a global scale
and standardized as a crucial component of smart grids [1–3]. In China, in order to better
support the ‘Dual Carbon Strategy’ and build a new type of power system, significant at-
tention has been given to the development and utilization of park microgrid demonstration
projects. With the trend toward the electrification of cargo handling equipment and the
replacement of diesel energy with electricity in port areas, the establishment of a microgrid
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in port areas has become an emerging alternative solution to provide safe, high-quality,
and green energy [4,5]. Against this backdrop, the establishment of green, low-carbon
port microgrids primarily powered by clean energy sources has become a development
trend [6]. To more effectively address energy consumption and environmental pollution
issues in port areas, it is crucial to objectively evaluate the construction levels of various
port microgrid projects. This objective assessment is vital for diverse configuration and de-
ployment schemes of microgrids in port areas. It also serves as a foundation and reference
for future engineering construction during the planning phase of port areas. The efficiency
evaluation of port microgrids holds significant importance in the planning and assessment
work. To conduct a meaningful assessment of port microgrids, it is essential to establish
a comprehensive evaluation index system and employ scientifically sound evaluation
models and methods. Through quantitative assessment, the relative merits and demerits of
various planning schemes can be objectively determined, facilitating scientifically sound
engineering evaluations and providing decision support for investors.

At present, there is relatively limited research on the comprehensive evaluation of
microgrids in port areas. In terms of evaluation methods, valuable insights can be drawn
from research on microgrid evaluation methods. From the perspective of microgrid opera-
tional objectives, the rationality and comprehensiveness of the evaluation index system
construction are of paramount importance. This directly affects the effectiveness and ac-
curacy of the comprehensive evaluation of microgrids and is crucial for the integration
and optimization of microgrid systems [7,8]. In terms of the evaluation index system,
Pierluigi conducted research on environmental assessment indicators and proposed evalu-
ation metrics considering renewable energy penetration, greenhouse gas emissions, and
fossil energy consumption to measure the environmental benefits of the system [9]. Zeng
Ming’s team comprehensively considered various uncertainties in microgrid operation
and simulation and established an independent microgrid comprehensive performance
evaluation model based on indicators related to power supply reliability, energy utilization
economics, and environmental friendliness [10]. Vasiljevska J. and others analyzed the
impact of different electricity price mechanisms, energy prices, microgrid operation modes,
and load–demand differences on various stakeholders within microgrids. They conducted
evaluations from the perspectives of microgrid control, construction, operation, and stake-
holder interests [11]. Most scholars have conducted research on the economic operation
of microgrids from the perspectives of profitability, operating costs, energy conservation,
and multi-objectives [12–14]. The aforementioned work has explored and researched mi-
crogrid evaluation indicators to some extent. It can be observed that the current research
on microgrids mainly focuses on planning and operation, with issues such as incomplete
and scientifically rigorous evaluation index systems, a lack of a well-structured hierarchy,
repetition of indicators, and weak independence among the indicators. Most studies only
consider attributes related to one or a few aspects. While some scholars have conducted
in-depth research on specific aspects of evaluation, there is limited comprehensive eval-
uation and analysis of microgrid projects from economic, reliability, and environmental
perspectives. Existing microgrid evaluation indicators cannot be directly applied to reflect
the comprehensive benefits of microgrids in port areas, especially under the integrated
development trend of ‘Generation-Grid-Load-Storage’ in port areas. Therefore, it is impera-
tive to construct a well-structured and mutually independent evaluation index system for
the operational efficiency of microgrids in port areas.

In terms of index weighting evaluation methods and evaluation models, the team
led by Dong Fugui utilized the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the entropy weight
method for index weighting. They evaluated and analyzed the distributed energy system
solutions based on set-pair analysis theory [15]. Building upon this, Zhang and others,
based on AHP and an improved entropy weight method, established a VIKOR multi-
criteria evaluation system to determine index weights and conduct evaluation analysis [16].
Wang et al. adopted a combined weighting method based on subjective AHP and objec-
tive CRITIC to determine the weights of the index system. Subsequently, they utilized
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the TOPSIS method to establish a model for assessing and ranking the Joint Operations
Command Information System [17]. Some scholars have employed the CRITIC weighting
method to assign weights to various indicators and conducted an analysis of the differences
and correlations between different indicators. This approach yielded information and
weights for each indicator, overcoming the limitations of subjective weighting methods and
entropy weighting methods [18]. However, this method still suffers from a certain degree
of subjectivity. At the same time, there is currently a lack of comprehensive and effective
decision support methods specifically tailored for assessing the operational efficiency of
microgrids in port areas in existing research. Furthermore, research on microgrid efficiency
assessment methods faces challenges related to the reliability of basic data sources and
the subjectivity in weight calculations, which affect the objectivity of evaluation results.
Therefore, the development of a scientific, objective, and applicable evaluation model and
method for the comprehensive evaluation of microgrid systems in port areas is an urgent
problem that needs to be addressed.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1© Addressing the issues of the
lack of a comprehensive and independent quantitative evaluation system for the opera-
tional efficiency of microgrids in port areas under different configurations and deployment
schemes, as well as the subjective nature of existing universal evaluation decision methods,
this paper hierarchically structures performance indicators for port microgrids. It classi-
fies various indicators and proposes a comprehensive evaluation index system for port
microgrid systems, including economic, energy efficiency, environmental, system reliability,
and safety indicators. The established index system for port areas is clear and structurally
sound. 2© Furthermore, this paper introduces an evaluation model for the operational
efficiency of port microgrids based on an improved CRITIC-TOPSIS approach for assessing
a set of implementation schemes. This method first employs the improved CRITIC method
to determine the objective weights of various efficiency indicators. Addressing the limi-
tations of the CRITIC method in reflecting the absolute degree of variation in indicators
under different dimensions and scales, this paper introduces the coefficient of variation to
measure the comparative strength and relative variation of indicators among dimensions.
This reduces the impact of correlations between indicators, thereby improving the accuracy
and objectivity of evaluation results. Subsequently, the TOPSIS method is used to calculate
comprehensive evaluation values, rank the optimal port microgrid schemes, and analyze
evaluation results. This research provides a new and scientifically effective engineering
evaluation and analysis method for the evaluation of the operational efficiency of micro-
grids in port areas. It offers scientific decision support for investors and stakeholders
involved in the construction and development of port microgrids.

2. Construction of an Operational Efficiency Evaluation System for Microgrids in
Port Areas

The development of microgrid systems in port areas requires multifaceted coordina-
tion. This paper takes into consideration various components of microgrids in port areas,
employs the Analytic Hierarchy Process, and aligns with the construction and operational
objectives of microgrids in port areas. Given that the ultimate goal and core characteristics
of microgrid operation in port areas are green economy, high efficiency, safety, reliability,
and coordinated operation, this paper constructs evaluation indicators for port microgrid
systems from five dimensions: economic, energy efficiency, environmental, system reliabil-
ity, and safety. It also establishes a framework of indicators that can reflect the operational
performance of microgrids.

In this paper, the performance indicators of microgrids in port areas are hierarchically
structured, and various indicators are classified and graded to create a comprehensive
evaluation system for port microgrids, as shown in Figure 1. The specific steps are as
follows: The performance indicators of port microgrids are categorized into four levels
after hierarchical organization. The first level is the objective level, which aims to identify
the optimal evaluation results for the comprehensive efficiency of the port energy system.
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These top-level indicators primarily reflect the main ‘outcomes’ of microgrid operation,
and their results are comprehensive indicators determined by multiple factors of microgrid
operation. The second level is the criterion level, represented by economic viability, energy
efficiency, environmental sustainability, reliability, and safety. The third level is the indicator
level, which includes the values of various indicators for the fourth-level schemes. The
fourth level is the scheme level, representing the set of schemes to be evaluated.
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The proposed operational efficiency evaluation index system for microgrids in port
areas in this paper can be used to assess the construction and operational results of mi-
crogrid projects in port areas. It provides a clear understanding of the weak points in
microgrid operation and offers scientific guidance for improving the operation and future
planning of microgrids in port areas. Within the hierarchical and categorized structure of
the index system mentioned above, each category includes several specific indicators, and
each indicator has its own quantification and calculation method.

3. Quantification of Operational Efficiency Evaluation Indicators for Microgrids in
Port Areas

Within the hierarchical and categorized structure of the index system mentioned
above, each category includes several specific indicators, and the specific calculation
methods for each category of indicators related to the economic viability, energy efficiency,
environmental sustainability, reliability, and safety of microgrids in port areas are detailed
in Sections 3.1–3.4.

3.1. Microgrid Economic Performance Indicators

1. Percentage of Distributed Generation (DG) Unit Generation Costs

C1 =
∑n

i=1 Ka,iPi

Cn
(1)

In the equation, n represents the number of units in the system; Ka,i represents the unit
capacity purchase cost of the i-th unit in the system, measured in CNY per kW; Pi represents
the installed capacity of the i-th unit in the system; Cn represents the total generation cost
of the system.

2. Annual Operation and Maintenance Cost Ratio
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C2 =
∑n

i=1(Ca,iPiTi + Cb,iPi)

Cn
(2)

In the equation, Ca,i represents the unit capacity variable cost of the i-th unit in the
system, measured in CNY per kW·h; Ti represents the annual average operating time of
the equipment; Cb,i represents the unit capacity fixed cost of the i-th unit in the system,
measured in CNY per kW.

3. Electricity Cost Savings Rate

C3 =
Cg

Pg
(3)

In the equation, Cg represents the electricity cost savings achieved by all users in
response to dynamic pricing during a specific time period, while Pg represents the elec-
tricity cost incurred by all users who do not respond to dynamic pricing during the same
time period.

3.2. Microgrid Energy Efficiency Indicators

1. Primary Energy Utilization Efficiency

The primary energy utilization efficiency can be expressed as the ratio of the sum of
various energy outputs from the port energy system to the primary energy consumption.

C4 =
Lele

sum + Lheat
sum + Lcool

sum
Qpe

× 100% (4)

Qpe =
Eele

pur

ηgen

(
1− ηgrid

) + Egas
pur Hgas (5)

In the equation, Lele
sum, Lheat

sum, and Lcool
sum represent the total annual electricity, heating,

and cooling loads required by various port areas (in kW h). ηgen represents the efficiency of
coal-fired power generation, and ηgrid represents the transmission loss rate, with values
of 35% and 7%, respectively. Generally, a higher primary energy utilization efficiency
indicates greater energy savings for the system.

2. Energy Consumption per Unit Throughput

C5 =
Qstec

∑j Tb
(6)

Qstec = Eele
purηele

ce + Egas
purη

gas
ce (7)

In the equation, Qstec represents the energy consumption for production, which can be
considered as the amount of purchased electricity and natural gas converted to standard
coal equivalent. ∑j Tb represents the throughput of the port. Eele

pur and Egas
pur are the annual

consumption of electricity and natural gas for the port’s energy system, respectively. ηele
ce

and η
gas
ce are the conversion coefficients for electricity and natural gas to standard coal

equivalent, which are 0.4040 kgce/kW h and 1.2143 kgce/m3, respectively.

3. Equipment Energy Feedback Rate

C6 =
Ere

Euse
× 100% (8)

In the equation, Ere represents the energy feedback amount, and Euse represents the
actual consumed energy.

4. Abandonment Rate
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C7 =
∑365

d=1 ∑24
t=1 Pd, t, w

∑365
d=1 ∑24

t=1(Pd, t, g + Pd, t, w)
× 100% (9)

In the equation, Pd,t,w represents the curtailed power of renewable energy in the system
during different time periods, while Pd,t,g represents the actual power of renewable energy
consumed by the system in various time periods.

3.3. Microgrid Environmental Performance Indicators

1. New Energy Penetration Rate

C8 =
Ere

Etotal
× 100% (10)

In the equation, Ere represents the installed capacity of renewable energy in the system,
and Etotal represents the total capacity for renewable energy generation.

2. Shore Power Berth Allocation Rate

C9 =
Nclean
Ntot

× 100% (11)

In the equation, Nclean represents the number of shore power berths in use, and Ntot
represents the total number of berths at the port.

3. Carbon Dioxide Emissions per Unit Throughput

C10 =
Qco2

∑j Tb
× 100% (12)

QCO2 = εCO2
(

Eele
purηele

ce + Egas
purη

gas
ce

)
(13)

In the equation, Qco2 represents the CO2 emissions from the port’s energy system, and
C33 is the ratio of emissions to port throughput. Where εCO

2 represents the CO2 emission
coefficient after converting purchased electricity and natural gas into standard coal, with a
value of 2.54 t CO2/tec. When calculating the unit throughput CO2 emissions for the port’s
production, the value of port throughput used is consistent with the port throughput value
used for calculating the comprehensive energy consumption of the port’s production per
unit throughput.

3.4. Microgrid Reliability Indicators

In the equation, WE represents the load demand, and ∆WE represents the electricity
supply shortfall.

C11 =
∆WE
WE

× 100% (14)

3.5. Microgrid Safety Indicators

Using the Voltage Security Margin (VSM) C12 as the critical value for the safety domain,
denoting it as the safety indicator.

δt
i =

 ||Vi |−|∆Vt
i ||

|Vi| δ̃
∣∣∆Vt

i

∣∣ ≤ ∣∣Vi
∣∣

0
∣∣∆Vt

i

∣∣ > ∣∣Vi
∣∣ (15)

In the equation,
∣∣Vi
∣∣ represents the maximum allowable voltage deviation at node i;∣∣Vi

∣∣ should not exceed ±5% of the rated value; δ̃ is the safety factor, taken as 0.3;
∣∣∆Vt

i

∣∣
represents the voltage deviation magnitude at node i at time t, and it is defined as follows:
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∆Vt
i = Ve −Vt

i (16)

In the equation, Ve represents the rated node voltage of the system, and Vt
i represents

the voltage value at node i at time t.
Considering that the VSM values vary for different nodes i, the minimum value of

VSM among all nodes is selected as the safety indicator for the system at time t, denoted
as follows:

δt = min
(
δt

i
)

(17)

4. Evaluation Method for the Operational Efficiency of Port Microgrids

As a complex system, port microgrids require a multi-indicator evaluation method
to assess their operational efficiency, as summarized and analyzed in the previous section.
When conducting a comprehensive assessment of system efficiency, mathematical models
are employed to calculate intuitive evaluation results.

4.1. Architecture of the Port Microgrid Operational Efficiency Evaluation Model

After establishing the evaluation indicator system architecture for the port microgrid,
this section first employs an improved CRITIC method for objective weighting to determine
the weight coefficients of each indicator in the evaluation system, effectively addressing
the differences and correlations between the indicators. Then, the TOPSIS method is used
to construct a comprehensive evaluation model, enabling a comprehensive and accurate
assessment of the overall operational efficiency of the port microgrid. The basic process
architecture is shown in Figure 2.
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4.2. Port Operational Efficiency Evaluation Based on Improved CRITIC-TOPSIS
4.2.1. Objective Weighting Method Based on Improved CRITIC

The current mainstream objective weighting methods include the entropy weight
method, the standard deviation method, and the CRITIC method. Among these, the entropy
weight method and the standard deviation method share similar calculation principles,
mainly determining objective weights based on the magnitude of indicator variability.
The entropy weight method and the standard deviation method typically assume that the
criteria are mutually independent, thus neglecting the interrelationships between criteria
layer indicators [19]. Therefore, this paper adopts the CRITIC (Criteria Importance Through
Intercriteria Correlation) objective weighting method to assign weights to the criteria layer
C1–C12, providing the necessary input parameters for the comprehensive evaluation model
of port operational efficiency.

The introduction of contrast intensity and the conflict between evaluation indicators
is used to calculate the magnitude of information contained in different indicators. By
assessing the combination of correlation and information content, the objective weights
of indicators are comprehensively measured. Contrast intensity reflects the differences in
values between evaluation objects for the same indicator, typically represented in the form
of standard deviation. A larger standard deviation indicates greater variability, reflecting
larger differences in values among scenarios and, therefore, more information contained,
resulting in a higher weight. The conflict between indicators is expressed using correlation
coefficients, where a larger correlation coefficient indicates less conflict and, consequently, a
lower weight [20,21]. When calculating objective weights, consideration is given to both the
variability of indicators and the correlations between them. It is essential to understand that
larger numerical values do not necessarily imply greater importance. The CRITIC method
utilizes the inherent characteristics of the data for a scientific evaluation. This approach
avoids the simplistic interpretation of numerical values as indicators of importance and,
through relative relationships, provides a more nuanced assessment of indicator importance.
In the CRITIC method, decision-makers can construct the criteria matrix based on data
and domain expertise, thereby expressing the interdependence, interaction, and relative
importance of indicators, leading to more rational weight results.

Therefore, the CRITIC method is considered a superior objective weighting approach
compared to entropy-based and standard deviation-based methods. It effectively combines
characteristics such as data variability and correlations to yield objective and reliable
weightings. It mitigates the impact of extreme values in individual data points to some
extent, making it suitable for the evaluation of microgrid efficiency in this study. However,
using standard deviation can only reflect the absolute degree of variation in indicators
and does not adequately measure the relative strength and relative changes in indicators
concerning dimensions and magnitudes. To address this limitation, the coefficient of
variation is introduced for improvement [22]. The specific calculation steps are as follows:

Step 1: Construct the original evaluation matrix X for the efficiency indicators of
the port area. Let m be the number of microgrid scenarios in the port area and n be the
number of evaluation indicators. The original data evaluation matrix X = (xpq)m×n(p =
1, 2, · · · , m; q = 1, 2 · · · , n) is composed of the original indicator values xpq for the q-th
evaluation indicator of the p-th evaluation scenario.

X =


x11 x12 · · · x1n
x21 x22 · · · x2n

...
...

. . .
...

xm1 xm2 · · · xmn

 (18)
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Step 2: To eliminate the influence of dimensions on the evaluation results, the Z-score
method is used to normalize the original evaluation matrix X. The calculation formula is
as follows:

x∗ij =
xpq − xq

σq
(19)

In the formula, σq represents the standard deviation of the indicator, where σq =√
1
m

m
∑

p=1
(xpq − xq)

2;

xq represents the mean value of the same indicator, where in xq = 1
m

m
∑

p=1
xpq.

After normalization, the matrix X∗ = (x∗pq)m×n
(p = 1, 2, · · · , m; q = 1, 2 · · · , n).

Step 3: Introduce the coefficient of variation to replace the contrast intensity, reflecting
the relative variation of efficiency in the same indicator among various evaluation objects
in the port area.

vq =
σq

xq
(20)

In the formula, vq represents the coefficient of variation for the q-th indicator.
Step 4: Use correlation coefficients to represent the conflicts of each indicator under

different scenarios in the port area, denoted as Rq. Calculate the Pearson correlation
coefficients between the efficiency indicators of the port area using the Pearson correlation
coefficient calculation method, resulting in a correlation coefficient matrix XR = (xkl)n×n.

xkl =

m
∑

p=1
(x∗pk−x∗k )(x∗pl−x∗l )√

m
∑

p=1
(x∗pk−x∗k )

2
√

m
∑

p=1
(x∗pl−x∗l )

2
(k = 1, 2, · · · , n; l = 1, 2, · · · , k)

xkl = xlk(k = 1, 2, · · · , n; l = k + 1, · · · , n)

(21)

In the equation, x∗pk and x∗pl represent the normalized scores of the k-th and l-th
efficiency indicators in the p-th scenario, respectively. x∗k and x∗l represent the normalized
means of the k-th and l-th indicators, respectively.

According to the correlation coefficient matrix, the formula for calculating conflict is
as follows:

Rq =
m

∑
k=1

(1− rkq)(q = 1, 2, · · · , n) (22)

Step 5: Calculate the weight ωq for each indicator.
Combining the results obtained from steps (3) and (4), calculate the comprehensive

coefficient Sq for the efficiency indicators of the port area as follows:

Sq = vqRq(q = 1, 2, · · · , n) (23)

The weight of the q-th efficiency indicator of the port area, calculated using the
improved CRITIC method for objective weighting, is as follows:

ωq =
Sq

n
∑

q=1
Sq

(q = 1, 2, · · · , n) (24)

4.2.2. Efficiency Comprehensive Evaluation Method Based on TOPSIS

The Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) is an
approach used to rank multiple evaluation objects based on their proximity to both positive
and negative ideal solutions. It is widely applied in multi-objective decision-making and
evaluation problems [20]. The optimal solution is the one that is closest to the positive ideal
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solution while being farthest from the negative ideal solution. The specific calculation is
as follows:

Step 1: Obtain the normalized decision matrix Y = (ypq)m×n based on the original
data evaluation matrix X = (xpq)m×n.

ypq =
xpq√
m
∑

p=1
x2

pq

(25)

Step 2: Combine the weight coefficient matrix w obtained from the improved CRITIC
objective weighting method to construct the weighted normalized decision matrix, where
an element of C, cpq is as follows:

C =


ω11y11 ω12y12 · · · ω1ny1n
ω21y21 ω22y22 · · · ω2ny2n

...
...

. . .
...

ωm1ym1 ωm2ym2 · · · ωmnymn

 (26)

Step 3: Determine and construct the positive ideal solution and negative ideal solution
sets as follows:

C+ = (C+
1 , C+

2 , · · · , C+
n ) =

{
maxcpq

∣∣q = 1, 2, · · · , n
}

(27)

C− = (C−1 , C−2 , · · · , C−n ) =
{

mincpq
∣∣q = 1, 2, · · · , n

}
(28)

The formula, where C+
i and C−i represent the positive ideal solution and negative

ideal solution, respectively.
Step 4: Calculate the distance between different port evaluation scenarios and the

positive and negative ideal solutions.
D+

i =

√
n
∑

q=1
(cpq − c+q )

2

D−i =

√
n
∑

q=1
(cpq − c−q )

2
(29)

The formulas, where D+
i and D−i represent the distances between the evaluated

solution and the positive and negative ideal solutions, respectively, while c+q and c−q
represent the parameters of each evaluation indicator in the positive and negative ideal
solution sets.

Step 5: Calculate the comprehensive evaluation value Zi for the evaluated solution.

Zi =
D−i

D−i + D+
i
(0 ≤ Zi ≤ 1) (30)

The larger the Zi value, the closer it is to the optimal solution, indicating that the
microgrid scenario in the port area has the highest efficiency.

5. Case Study Analysis

In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed operational efficiency evaluation
system for port microgrids and the improved CRITIC-TOPSIS comprehensive efficiency
evaluation method tailored to port microgrids, this study takes three typical port microgrid
project scenarios as examples and uses their relevant operational data for performance
evaluation and analysis. Among these scenarios, Scenario 1 has a larger installed capacity
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for wind and solar energy storage; Scenario 2 places greater emphasis on environmental
sustainability; and Scenario 3 has higher requirements for power quality.

5.1. Analysis of Original Data for Port Microgrid Indicators

The data requirements, indicator matrices, and rankings based on indicator attributes
for various port microgrid configuration scenarios can be found in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Sources of data for various evaluation indicators.

Criterion Layer Indicator Layer Data Requirement Indicator Attribute

Economic (B1)

Percentage of DG Unit Generation
Costs (C1)

Number of power generation units such
as wind turbines, photovoltaic panels, etc.

in the port area.
Purchase cost per unit capacity;

installed capacity; −

number of energy storage unit groups in
the port area; purchase cost per unit

capacity; installed capacity.

Annual Operation and
Maintenance Cost Ratio (C2)

The variable cost per unit capacity; fixed
cost per unit capacity; and average

operational time of power generation
equipment such as wind turbines and
photovoltaic units on a daily, monthly,

and annual basis.
−

The variable cost per unit capacity; fixed
cost per unit capacity; and average
operational time of energy storage

equipment units on a daily, monthly, and
annual basis.

Electricity Cost Savings Rate (C3)
The purchase price of electricity from the

main grid and the total purchased
electricity by the system.

−

Energy efficiency (B2)

Primary Energy Utilization
Efficiency (C4) Total annual load in the port area. +

Energy Consumption per Unit
Throughput

(C5)

Annual electricity consumption of the
port’s energy system. +

Port throughput.

Equipment Energy Feedback
Rate (C6)

Energy feedback amount and
actual consumption. +

Abandonment Rate (C7)
Proportion of unused electrical energy in

the total electricity generation in the
power system.

−

Environmental (B3)

New Energy Penetration
Rate (C8)

Installed capacity of new energy sources
and total electricity generation. +

Shore Power Berth Allocation
Rate (C9)

Number of shore power berths replaced
by clean energy and total number of

port berths.
+

Carbon Dioxide Emissions per
Unit Throughput (C10) CO2 emissions. −

Reliability (B4) Port microgrid system outage
rate (C11) Power supply shortfall. −

Safety (B5) Microgrid Safety Indicators
(C12) Voltage at node i at time t. −
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Table 2. Evaluation indicator matrix for port microgrid.

Indicator Layer
Indicator Values Rankings

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

C1 0.210 0.160 0.190 1 3 2
C2 0.018 0.014 0.016 1 3 2
C3 0.00050 0.00056 0.00052 3 1 2
C4 0.456 0.523 0.676 3 2 1
C5 4.387 4.33 4.24 1 2 3
C6 0.531 0.679 0.666 3 1 2
C7 0.027 0.049 0.038 1 3 2
C8 0.490 0.540 0.500 3 1 2
C9 0.54 0.35 0.48 1 3 2
C10 0.05077 0.04096 0.03728 1 2 3
C11 0.0025 0.0022 0.0020 3 2 1
C12 0.200 0.210 0.160 2 3 1

5.2. Comprehensive Efficiency Evaluation of Port Microgrid

According to the improved CRITIC-TOPSIS method, the calculation for different sce-
narios of the port microgrid samples was performed. Initially, a weight calculation was
carried out using the improved CRITIC method by substituting the evaluation indicator ma-
trix of the port microgrid from Table 2 into Equations (18)–(21), resulting in the correlation
coefficients for each indicator, as shown in Figure 3.
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The results of calculating the coefficient of variation based on Equation (20) are pre-
sented in Table 3.

The efficiency indicator weight coefficients for the port area are calculated based on
Table 2 for correlation coefficients and the results of the coefficient of variation from Table 3.
These weights are also subject to a rationality test based on the indicator weight of the
scheme set. The final weight coefficients for the efficiency indicators in the port area are
presented in Table 4.

Based on the weight values of the indicators for each microgrid in Table 4, and using
the TOPSIS method, the comprehensive evaluation values and rankings of the different
microgrid schemes are obtained, as shown in Table 5 below.
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Table 3. Results of coefficient of variation calculation.

Indicators C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

coefficient of variation 1.0785 0.8542 0.9165 0.9070 1.0899 1.5271
Indicators C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12

coefficient of variation 0.7455 0.8819 1.1655 0.8978 0.9437 1.3229

Table 4. Indicator weights.

Indicators C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

ω 0.0726 0.0615 0.0664 0.1031 0.1114 0.0786
Indicators C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12

ω 0.0615 0.0736 0.0861 0.0572 0.0708 0.1572

Table 5. Comprehensive evaluation results and rankings.

Indicators Microgrid Scenario 1 Microgrid Scenario 2 Microgrid Scenario 3

Comprehensive Evaluation Value Zi 0.5297 0.4315 0.5825
Positive Ideal Distance D+ 0.0712 0.0756 0.0569

Negative ideal distance D− 0.0801 0.0574 0.0794
rank 2 3 1

Based on the calculation results, it can be determined that the comprehensive eval-
uation values for the microgrid schemes in the port area are 52.97%, 43.15%, and 58.25%
for schemes 1–3, respectively. Microgrid scheme 3 has the highest closeness degree at
58.25%, indicating that it is the optimal comprehensive scheme for the port area micro-
grid. In conclusion, the CRITIC-TOPSIS comprehensive evaluation method for port area
microgrids can make full use of existing data information, and the evaluation process from
weighting the operational performance indicators to comprehensive evaluation does not
require consideration of expert subjective experience. It is entirely based on information
from actual data, resulting in more objective and reliable evaluation results for the port
area microgrid schemes.

5.3. Results Validation and Discussion

To validate the feasibility and superiority of the improved CRITIC-TOPSIS method
proposed in this paper for evaluating the operational efficiency of microgrids in the harbor
area, both subjective and objective assessments were conducted using the AHP-expert
scoring method and the entropy-weighted TOPSIS method, respectively. Tables 6 and 7
show the expert scoring results and the evaluation results using different methods. Three
experts were involved in the assessment process. According to the scoring rules as shown in
Table 6, each expert independently scored the criteria corresponding to different scenarios.
The scores assigned by the experts were then combined with the criteria weights to obtain
the comprehensive performance scores for different microgrid scenarios. The efficiency
scores obtained are shown below.

Comparative experimental results show that due to the relatively high weights of
safety and reliability indicators in the microgrid indicator system in the port area, followed
by economic indicators, microgrid solution 3 has a higher comprehensive evaluation value
due to its better power quality. The method proposed in this paper has a certain feasibility
in evaluating the operational efficiency of microgrids in port areas. According to using the
comprehensive evaluation ranking in Table 7, the evaluation results of the entropy weight
method fluctuate more with changes in data. In contrast, the improved CRITIC method,
by avoiding a simple interpretation of numerical magnitude as indicator importance and
by using a more detailed assessment of indicator importance through relative coefficients,
results in greater stability. At the same time, the proposed method reasonably avoids the
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strong subjectivity of traditional expert judgment weight calculation during the planning
phase of port microgrids.

Table 6. Expert scoring results.

Criterion
Layer

Indicator
Layer

ω

AHP-Expert Scoring

Expert Scoring Rules: Excellent: 9–10; Good: 8–9; Fairly Good: 6.5–8; Average: 5.5–6.5; Fair: 3.5–5.5; Poor:
1.5–3.5; Very Poor: 0–1.5

Microgrid Scenario 1 Microgrid Scenario 2 Microgrid Scenario 3

Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3

B1

C1 0.15 8.0 7.9 8.8 8.6 8.4 6.5 8.5 7.7 7.0

C2 0.10 9.6 7.5 7.9 8.2 7.0 8.5 8.0 8.5 7.5

C3 0.05 8.2 7.0 6.8 7.5 8.4 8.2 8.0 8.6 8.6

B2

C4 0.07 8.3 7.9 7.4 7.9 8.6 8.3 7.4 8.4 8.4

C5 0.12 8.5 7.1 6.8 8.2 8.4 9.6 8.0 7.0 7.0

C6 0.05 8.6 8.3 8.4 7.7 7.0 7.1 8.3 6.8 6.8

C7 0.13 8.4 8.6 6.8 8.9 6.8 6.8 8.0 7.9 6.8

B3

C8 0.08 7.0 8.5 7.0 8.2 8.4 6.8 8.7 8.4 7.9

C9 0.10 6.8 8.2 8.4 8.5 8.5 7.0 8.5 8.6 8.2

C10 0.05 8.4 8.3 6.8 7.0 7.0 6.8 8.0 8.4 8.3

B4 C11 0.05 7.5 9.6 6.8 8.0 7.9 6.8 8.0 7.0 9.6

B5 C12 0.05 7.0 8.0 7.1 7.0 8.4 8.3 8.3 6.8 9.5
Total/Mean 1.00 8.228 8.018 7.523 8.170 7.911 7.546 8.169 7.872 7.704

Table 7. Comprehensive evaluation results and rankings using different methods.

Methodology Microgrid Scenario 1 Microgrid Scenario 2 Microgrid Scenario 3

Subjective analysis

AHP-Expert Scoring 0.7923 0.7857 0.7915

Rank (1) (3) (2)

Entropy-Weighted TOPSIS 0.3426 0.6352 0.4437

Rank (3) (1) (2)

Improved CRITIC-TOPSIS 0.5528 0.4423 0.5850

Rank (2) (3) (1)

Objective analysis

Entropy-Weighted TOPSIS 0.4897 0.4235 0.5483

rank (2) (3) (1)

Entropy-Weighted TOPSIS 0.5297 0.4315 0.5825

rank (2) (3) (1)

6. Conclusions

In this paper, with respect to different configurations and deployment schemes for port
area microgrids, we first established a comprehensive evaluation system for port area micro-
grid system indicators from five dimensions: economic, energy efficiency, environmental,
system reliability, and safety. We then developed an operational efficiency comprehen-
sive assessment model for port area microgrids based on an improved CRITIC-TOPSIS
approach. The following conclusions were drawn:

(1) The constructed evaluation index system for the operational efficiency of port area
microgrids in this paper allows for the evaluation of both the construction and oper-
ational results of microgrid projects. The evaluation method presented can provide
reference insights for the comprehensive energy system design of microgrids in indus-
trial parks, including equipment configuration and safety performance. It identifies
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the weaknesses within port area microgrids and provides a more rigorous framework
with independent indicators. This system offers a more objective assessment of the
strengths and weaknesses of different configurations and deployment schemes for
port area microgrids. It serves as scientific guidance and aids in decision-making for
improving the operation and future planning of port area microgrids.

(2) The proposed operational efficiency evaluation model, based on the improved CRITIC-
TOPSIS method, enables the objective quantitative assessment of various port area
microgrid operational efficiencies. This method is free from subjective factors and
introduces a new, simple, and scientifically effective engineering evaluation approach
for assessing the operational efficiency of port area microgrids. It effectively fills the
gap in the evaluation techniques for port area microgrid project operation efficiency
and holds practical value and applicability.

(3) By incorporating the improved CRITIC method with variation coefficients, this ap-
proach scientifically and reasonably determines the weights of different indicators. It
considers the interrelationships between indicators while ensuring the objectivity of
the weightings, thus enhancing the scientific accuracy of the optimization results.

(4) The paper studied the operational efficiency indicator system of port microgrids.
However, factors affecting the safety indicators of port microgrids should not only
include voltage stability but also frequency stability, harmonics, flicker values, and
other safety indicators. The next step should involve comprehensive efficiency evalua-
tions that take all these factors into account. At the same time, the model and method
proposed in this paper also have their limitations, such as overlooking the importance
of subjective knowledge and experience. Therefore, further research is needed on how
to simultaneously consider objective data and expert experience when determining
indicator weights.
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